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Cutter Profile
Developçf
Type ZG

An easy-to-operate device for mechanically
developing the true shape of cutter required to
produce a given moutd. Absolutely accurate for any
shape of mould profile for straight-cut blocks,
either circular or square section, for use on
moulders, spindle moulders, tenoners, €tc.
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Cuts mach¡ne 'down-time' to a minimum.

Enables even inexperienced operator to
obtain accurate results 'first time'.

El¡minates waste time in tool room.

Suitable for all straight-cut blocks.

Can serve one or several machines.

Allows true cutter shape to be marked
directly on template, cut-out former or cutter.

Can be used in conjunction with removable
templates, either fitted to machine or hand-
held.

Self -contained and easily portable.

The accurate profile development. gr¡nding
and eventual setting of moulding cutters on
their parent machines presents one of the
bigger problems in many planing and
moulding mills. Whilst the time raken in
cutter development and grinding does not
normally affect production, a machine often
stands idle whilsl cutters are beinq set on its
blocks, and any time saved here obviously
means greater productivity.

The ZG has been introduced as a means to
this end-to cut machine'down-time'to a
minimum by guaranteeing'first-time' accur
acy in cutter-setting on the parent machine,
and to climirate trial and error tn cutter pre
paration. By using it. grinding and setting
the cutters becomes a straightforward series
of operations in which guesswork is entirely
elrmrnated.

Basically the ZG consists of ; (a) An adjust-
able swinging arm mounted on a spindle. to
simulate a block carrying a cutter. (b) Front
and rear work tables.

On lhe front table a tracing or drawing of the
required mould is placed. and on Ihe rear
table the true shape of cutter requÌred to
produce this mould is developed.

The device is used to develop the true cutter-
shape directly onto a template. After grinding
the cutters to the developed profile. the
template is then held against the block or
fixed to a device on the parent machine. thus
enablrng the shaped cutters 1o be pos¡tioned
correctly. A separate template is required for
each cutterspindle.

Alternatively, the development can be made
onto a former which is then cut-ou1 exactly
to the reverse cutter-proftle and used instead
of a drawn template as a guide when grìnding
and setting the cutters. Such a former is more
convenient to use than a drawn templale.
and can be stored quite readilvfor repeal runs.

The ZG is equipped for dealing with cutter-
profilesof upto7in (1 7Bmm.) wìdth-on-cut.
and with cutterblocks of f rom 3in. to '1 2in.
(76mm. to 305mrn.) cutting circle. Scales
are incorporated to facilitate easy settìng and
the device is housed in a light weight case
complete with snap,locks and carrying
handle.

D498 shows various stages in template pre-
paratìon. Right to left-original, which is

either a drawing or sample section : re-usable
sketching sheet (supplied w¡th ZG) with
tracing of requìred section of mould: lem-
plates-re-usable type below for pencilled
cutter-profiies. cut-out former type above:
finished cutters.
When working from a drawìng. the section
required is traced onto the sketching sheet or,
if a sample section is available, copied onto
the sketching sheet by followìng round the
oull¡ne with a sharp pencil.
The ZG is f¡rst adlusted to suìt the size of
cutterblock to be used, incorporated scales
making sett¡ng a speedy and simple opera-
tion. Next the lemplate and sketching sheet
are placed in their correct positions on the
ZG worktables. and the simulator arm ìs

adjusted so that the point touches any part
ofthe mould outl¡ne on the skeTching sheet.
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The locking screws are then t¡ghtened and
the arm swung for the scriber to mark a

corresponding po¡nt on the template.
This is repeated several t¡mes, each time
working from a different point on the original
profile, in such a way that the true shape of
cutter is finally indicated by a number of
closely spaced dots on the template. These
dots can, of course, be suff iciently numerous
to form an almost continuous line.

The resulting template profile is used as a

guide when grinding and setting the cutters.
The profile may be marked on a former of
plywood or metal, to be cut-out to the
reverse cutter shape or ¡t may be pencilled-in
on a re-usable template. Formers are used
for one shape only, and are retained for re-
runs, pencilled templates maybe used repeat-
edly. When setting the cutters the template
or former may be held against the cutterblock
by hand, as illustrated above, or iÎ may be
fixed on to a device on the parent machine.

Telephone: Rochdale 4781t (8 lines) STD ORO6. Telegrams: Robinson, Rochdale
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